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Quality Education for Quality Life
OUR MISSION

Al-Taqwa College aims to produce good reflective self-directed learners who have
problem-solving skills and critical thinking abilities.
It aims to be a place where the individuality of each person is recognised, and where that
recognition is reflected in the College’s curriculum diversity and flexibility, diverse
teaching strategies and student centered processes. The College aims to create a school
environment that instills in students love and obedience to Allah (swt) in accordance with
the sayings and deeds of the Prophet Muhammad (saw) and enables them to benefit from
the teachings of the Holy Quran and the Sunnah of the Prophet Mohammad (pbuh).

Important Dates
SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

1-4 Eid Holidays
22 Last day of Term 3

9 First day of Term 4
21 Fete Daty

Message from
the Principal
ASSALAMUALAIKUM
SECONDARY

GIRLS

WBT

Hall

BUILDING

I am very impressed with the completion of the girl’s
building and thanks to Ausco for a fine job and quick
delivery. Our girls building is now well equipped.
We have installed two sporting fields to cope with
the sports activities. The courts were installed by a
professional contractor costing approximately $200,000.
We will have an official opening of the building during
October, InshaAllah.

Art Room

Staff Room
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Food Technology

LOMBOK

Science Lab

SEMINAR

The 4th National Congress was held in Lombok from
27-30 July, and was attended by Mohammad Hallak, our
Vice Principal. The host of this international seminar was
JSIT who invited me as the guest speaker however due to
health reasons, Mohammad had represented the College
on my behalf. The theme was “Establishing a Better
Quality, Religious and Globally Competitive Islamic School”
and the seminar was attended by 3,500 people from
Indonesian School Principals and international participants.
MashaAllah, Mohammad delivered a very well presented
speech on my behalf and Al-Taqwa College is proud of
him.
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USIM

GRADUATES’

VISIT

A group of us went to USIM, Malaysia in March, and in
reciprocation, we had 19 medical graduates as guests of
the College. They were accompanied by USIM’s Deputy
Dean, A/Prof Rafidah Hanim and two other lecturers, Dr
Soraya bt Ab Rahman and Dr Hana Maizuliana bt Solehan,
who spent time with us from 25-27 July.
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OPEN

DAY

Our school open day was held on Saturday 29 July and it
was a successful event with lots of displays from various
areas of the College including the media and robotics
rooms, arts, textiles which were inspiring and outstanding
as well as the Homed economics department with yummy
snacks to try. Both primary and secondary staff and
students worked very hard for this event and I am very
proud of their talents
and skills as displayed
throughout the day. I
welcome you to visit
our website for more
highlights.

During their stay, we shared the Victorian and Islamic
curriculums for Primary and Secondary. In turn, they
offered our students the USIM’s course outline including
a talk on “Breast Cancer Awareness” and a Basic Life
Support workshop. Alhamdullillah, the farewell ended with
good performances from both parties. InshaAllah having
signed the MoU, we will now have closer interaction in the
near future. The good news is that some of our students
are interested in enrolling at USIM, inshaAllah.
DARUNNAJAH
SCHOOL’S

ISLAMIC

BOARDING

VISIT

On 15 August, we had a team visiting from Darunnajah
Islamic Boarding School to gain insight of Al-Taqwa
College. The delegates were given a school tour and
prayed Zuhur at Masjid Al-Taqwa. The meeting with
staff members and attending classrooms enhanced
their awareness of the Victorian curriculum. Ms Fauziah
Adiman, the Head of Curriculum and Ms Amal Assafiri,
HKLA of Arabic & Islamic Studies (Primary) made a
comprehensive presentation of the curriculum. Prior to
this visit, they visited our sister school in Sentul, Indonesia.
Dr Sofwan Manaf, Principal of Darunnajah expressed
that he was overwhelmed with our hospitality and invited
us to Darunnajah which is one of the largest education
institutions in Indonesia. We happily accepted the invitation
and are anxious to meet and learn more about Darunnajah
in the near future, inshaAllah.
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PESA

I would like to encourage more students to participate and
be trained to be eloquent speakers in future competitions.
Thanks to Lorraine Paul, our English teacher/HKLA for
her unrelenting efforts, encouragement and training
our students for the debating and public speaking
competitions.

COMPETITION

Organised annually by the
VCAA.
Our Year 12 girls, Shahani
Munaff and Asmaa Mhamad
(pictured right) both spoke
very well at the Regional finals
of the PESA Public Speaking
competition held on 24 May
at Suzanne Cory High School.
Both Shahani and Asmaa
delivered topics very pertinent
to teenagers’ lives: Body
Image and Mental Health.
Shahani (picutred below) won
the competition and entered
the next round in the State
Finals.

EIDDUL

Alhamdullillah, Shahani Munaff
won both the Regional and
State Semi Finals and gave an
outstanding performance at the
Finals. She spoke passionately
on the issues of mental health
and advocated for more support
for students who have problems.
I attended the competition on
Wednesday, 26 July and I am
indeed very impressed with
Shahani and the high quality
speeches.

ADHA

Eiddul Adha is a major festival that takes place at the end
of Hajj. It is also known as the Eid al-Qurban or Eid alKabir (Major Festival). Eid Adha marks the completion of
the hajj (pilgrimage) but it is also observed by Muslims
throughout the world to commemorate the obedience to
Allah by Prophet Ibrahim (as). It is celebrated on the 10th
day of Zulhijjah, the 12th and the last month of the Islamic
calendar.
I take this opportunity to wish all the Muslim community
Eid (Adha) Mubarak on 31 August or 1 September,
subject to confirmation. The Eid prayer will be held at
the Al-Taqwa Masjid (for Men) and the Multipurpose Hall
(for Women) and will commence at 7.30am. The Qurban
will be accepted at $150 per for lamb/goat and $170 per
portion of the cow. All The Qurban must be done locally in
Australia and persons who made the Qurban must collect
the slaughtered meat from the butcher as the Qurban will
be under their respective names. Those who wish to give
general Sadaqah may do so, and that donations will be
channelled to the countries in desperate need. Visit our
website for more information.
I would also like to take this opportunity to wish our staff
members, Ms Nazia Suleiman, Ms Miriam Haroun, Ms Lara
Haddara and Mr & Mrs Kashif a safe journey to Mecca
and may Allah (swt) make the blessed with Hajj Mabroor.
Ameen.
Wassalam
OMAR HALLAK
Principal

Victorian State Finalists (L to R): Cree Oliviera, Nossal High School;
Emma Darvas, Bayside P-12 College; Niamh Nolan, St Leonard’s
College; Fergus Dale, Caulfield Grammar; Shahani Munaff, Al-Taqwa
College; and Anand Bharadwaj, Trinity Grammar School (Photo credit:
Nicole Cleary)
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announcements

2018 Diary
Art Competition
Last Term the College ran a 2018 Diary Art Competition
where all students were invited to enter. The winning
entries will have their artwork printed on the front and back
covers of the Primary School Diaries.
We were inundated with creative entries which made it very
difficult for our judges, so congratulations to all those who
entered. We are happy to announce the following winners.
Lower Primary Diary
Front Cover winners - Hibah Mohammed, Aaima Naveed
and Ikram Ali - 3A
Back cover winner - Sk Reshad Iqbal - 3E

Lower Primary Diary Front Cover

Lower Primary Diary Back Cover

Upper Primary Diary
Front cover winner - Fathima Samah Qaisy - 5B
Back cover winner - Feda Kamareddine - 10A

________________________
________________________

Upper Primary Diary Front Cover

Upper Primary Diary Back Cover

don’t forget
PRIMARY

SECONDARY

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

28 Aug to 9 Sep - Grade 1 Swimming Program
5
Tabloid Sports
G3s
6
Furlong Park Visit
Selected G6
6
Eid Clothes Day
Fnd-G4
6
Tabloid Sports
Fnd
11-15 St Johns 1st Aid Training
G4-6
11
Starlab Dome Day & Night G3
13
Regional Debating
G6
13
Interschool Athletics
G4-6
13
Quran Competition
Primary
18-22 Literacy/Numeracy &
Book Week
Primary
18
Character Dress Up Day
Primary
18
Starlab Dome Day & Night G3
19-21 Don’t Move Puppet Theatre Primary
20
Forensic Science Workshop SEEP
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14
14
14
19
21

Anti Bullying Day
WMR Athletics Final
Quran Competition
VCE Exam Presentation
Intro to Screen World
WMR Athletics Competition
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VCAL
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a message from admin

Dear Parents, Students
& Friends
ASSALAMU
LATE

ALAIKUM

ARRIVALS

AND

EARLY

DISMISSALS

SPARE

CLOTHING

We have many younger students presenting to the front
office due to bathroom accidents. For parents with
children in Foundation and Grade 1, can you please
provide an extra pair of pants, underwear and socks in
their school bags.

The school commences promptly at 8.50 am each day,
therefore our gates also close at this time. If your child
arrives late in the mornings they will be asked to proceed
to the Administration Office to obtain a late pass to be
accepted into their classroom. If your child is required to
be collected early due to an appointment, please advise
the Administration Office so they can have your child
waiting for you in the foyer. Students who fall ill during the
day will be contacted by the Nursing staff for collection
from the First Aid Department.

SPEEDING

Students must carry their ID cards in their school bags at
all times.

PARENT

STUDENT

APPOINTMENTS

To avoid disruption to your child’s learning it is requested
that medical or other appointments for your children are
made outside of school hours.

Over the course of the year, we have
found many parents speeding in the
car parks. As you can imagine this is
extremely dangerous especially when
smaller children pop out between
cars. Please follow the actions of our
staff on duty and keep in line with the
speed on the school grounds at all
times.
PORTAL

Our Parent Portal is available for all families to be able to
update their personal details online. If you have changed
address or phone numbers, log onto website and change
your details through the portal.
STUDENT

ID

CARDS

All students should have their own ID cards now, please
ensure that your child keeps their ID card in their school
bag at all times.

A note from Bacchus
Marsh Coaches
To all parents with students that use our services to and
from Al-Taqwa College. In the past you were given a
deposit book to pay for the bus. This book is no longer
valid so please do not use your BankWest Deposit Book.
By using the old deposit book your payments for the bus
are not being allocated correctly.
All payments are to be made as follows: 1 Using the deposit slips attached to your invoice
2 Credit / debit card payment can be made over the
phone
3 Internet banking using the invoice number as the
reference
4 Or in person at our office at Bacchus Marsh.
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When paying at the post office, can you please send
a copy of the receipt and invoice (showing the invoice
number) either by email or post to our office addresses
below, or in person to the office at the Al-Taqwa College so
we can allocate your payment you immediately.
Bacchus Marsh Coaches thank you for your continued
support regarding the bus payments.
Email: accounts@bmcoaches.com.au
Address: 3 Station Street Bacchus Marsh
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a message first aid
It’s very common for children to get
head lice, especially once they go to
school. Head lice are tiny, wingless
insects that live in human hair and
feed on the blood circulating in the
scalp. Nits are the eggs of adult head
lice. Once lice lay nits, the nits take
about a week to hatch.
Head lice spread when people are in close contact – for
example, when heads are close together, when you wear
an affected person’s hat or scarf, or when you use an
affected person’s comb or hair brush.
If your child gets nits, it’s nothing to be embarrassed about.
It does not mean your child and home are dirty. If your
child has head lice, the first thing you might notice is your
child itching and scratching, especially around the nape of
their neck and behind the ears.
SCHOOL

REGULATION

If your child has been found with head lice, you will be
asked to pick your child up early from school and to
commence the treatment promptly.
According to the Public Health and
Wellbeing Regulations 2009, children
with untreated head lice are not
permitted to attend school. However,
once treatment has started, they may
attend, even if there are still some eggs present.
FINDING

HEAD

LICE

Some people who have a head lice infestation do not
itch. It is possible to have head lice and not feel the need
to scratch your head. This means that absence of itch is
not a reliable sign that you do not have head lice. If you
suspect someone might have been exposed to head lice
you will need to closely inspect that person’s hair and
scalp.
So what are you looking for? Head lice eggs are oval, and
the size of a pinhead. They are firmly attached to the hair
shaft and cannot be brushed off. (A live egg will make a
‘pop’ sound if you crush it between your fingernails.)
The easiest and most effective way to find head lice is to
use the conditioner and comb treatment weekly. Step 1
Comb hair conditioner onto dry, brushed (detangled) hair.
This makes it difficult for lice to grip the hair or run around.
Step 2 Thoroughly comb sections of the hair with a fine
tooth head lice comb.
Step 3 Wipe the conditioner from the comb onto a paper
towel or tissue.
Step 4 Look on the tissue and on the comb for lice and
eggs.
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Step 5 Repeat the combing for every part of the head at
least four or five times.
Step 6 If lice or eggs are found, the person should be
treated.
Note: If the person has been treated recently and only
hatched eggs are found, you may not have to treat
them again, since the eggs could be from the old
infection. A hatched egg looks like an egg with its
top cut off.
TREATMENT

FOR

HEAD

LICE

The two preferred treatment options available for initially
treating head lice are the ‘conditioner and comb’ method,
and the use of an insecticide.
USING

INSECTICIDE

PRODUCTS

Any head lice treatment product you choose should carry
an Australian Registered (AUST R) or Australian Listed
(AUST L) number on the outer packaging. These numbers
show that the product is accepted by the Therapeutic
Goods Administration for supply in Australia. If you use
a lotion, apply the product to dry hair. For shampoo
products, wet the hair, but use as little water as possible.
Head lice live in the hair and go to the scalp to feed.
Therefore, head lice products must be applied to all parts
of the hair.
Once the treatment has been done according to the
instructions on the packet, comb through the hair again
with the fine tooth head lice comb. This will help to remove
the dead eggs and lice, and possibly any eggs still living.
This is also a good time to check whether the removed lice
have been killed by the treatment or are still alive. (If they
are still alive this probably means that they are resistant to
the insecticide.)
Care should be taken when using head lice treatment
products:
• if you are pregnant or breastfeeding
• in children less than 12 months old
• in people who have allergies, open wounds on the scalp,
or asthma.
All products can cause reactions. If you are unsure, check
with your pharmacist or doctor. No topical insecticide
treatment kills 100 per cent of the eggs, so treatment must
involve two applications, seven days apart. (This kills the
lice that hatched from the eggs that did not die the first
time around.) If you choose not to use an insecticide, the
comb and conditioner method described above can be
used every second day until no live lice have been found
for 10 days.
ROSLYN NASIR

Senior School Nurse
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open day
On Saturday 29 July the College held Open Day for new and existing families to view
our facilities and get involved in various activities. Open Day commenced at 10am
and concluded at 2pm. There were many classrooms open and in full swing for our
visitors to see.
Our primary students created robots made out of
lego which hooked up to their PCs. There was a
drumming monkey, snapping crocodile and singing
birds just to name a few. On the floor we had robots
following white space and black lines.
Walking into the primary media room was exactly
like walking the red carpet. What an extraordinary
experience! Parents were interviewed with a
pop quiz, they witnessed a debate in action and
were shown work that the students had previously
produced, what a creative bunch.
Our secondary girls cooked up a storm with
cupcakes, muffins, cakes, biscuits and the most
delicious sausage rolls you have ever tasted.
The secondary science room had various experiments on display with candles burning
at both ends, microscopic vegetables, burning paper flying through the air and how
light travels. What an educational experience for all to enjoy.
There were creative art displays in the secondary artroom. The work produced by our
students is astonishing, Al-Taqwa is very proud of the talent within the school. Our
textiles department had tie died t-shirts, denim pencil cases
and pin cushions. Look out for these items on Fete Day.
Both libraries were also on show with fantastic displays from
our students. As soon as you walked into the multipurpose
hall there was a myriad of stalls from various departments
with staff on hand to answer any question. Our teachers did
a great job in setting up the stalls for a fantastic day. Well
done to everyone involved in Open Day. We look forward to
preparations for next year.
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grade 2 & 3 news!

Term 3 has begun and once again we have hit the road
running. We have lots of things happening this term with
many exciting learning opportunities including Religion
Week, Quran Competition, Eid Adha Celebration, and the
most exciting, Literacy and Numeracy Week.
The Grade 2 students are involved in a 10 day intensive
Swimming and Water Safety Program. WynActive
introduced its Swim and Survive program to the Grade 2
students. This program is a comprehensive swimming and
water safety initiative that seeks to develop the swimming
and water safety skills of children to prevent drowning and
to increase participation in safe aquatic activities.

3D Girls discussing Space and the Solar System

Grade 2 boys enjoying their lessons
Spelling Bee Competition
GENTLE

REMINDERS

Homework is a vital component in the support teachers
and families provide for the students. We will be giving a
homework sheet on Monday afternoons that outline the
tasks for the week. Please spend a small amount of time
each night with your child to ensure they excel in their
engagement with learning.

Grade 2 girls getting ready for their dip!

Grade 3 organised the Internal Spelling Bee Competition
to choose a representative to compete in the Wyndham
Spelling Bee Competition held on 24 August. Areeb
Rayann represented our school and we would like to
congratulate him on a fantastic effort that night. He came
in 4th beating eight other schools. We are very proud of
you, Areeb.
The School Diary Art Competition took place recently held
in school. Congratulations to the following students.
Lower Primary Diary
Front Cover winners - Hibah Mohammed, Aaima Naveed
and Ikram Ali- Grade 3A
Back cover winner - Sk Reshad Iqbal of 3E
ISSUE
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There has been emphasis in class to encourage
responsibility. The following are some suggestions on how
parents can help.
- Progressively give your child more responsibility, placing
increasing expectations on tasks. E.g., encourage them
to tidy their room; your input into the tidying should
become less as they become more independent and
able.
- Encourage responsibility for school notices, books,
homework.
- Teach your child how to tie shoelaces.
- Encourage manners. “please”, “thank you”, and waiting
their turn.
- Encourage sharing with friends.
We look forward to working with you in the education of
your child. If you have any concerns or problems at any
time, please do not hesitate to make an appointment to see
us.
NOORUN NISA ABDUL WAHID

Head of Student and Teacher Services Grade 2 & 3
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grade 4-6 news!
What a spectacular term we have had thus far across the
school. Term 3 would have to be the busiest term of the
year with a variety of events happening.
Let’s take you through some of them- Our grade 5’s are
building their public speaking skills in our fantastic Yellow
Lantern Program where students have been developing
confidence, breathing techniques and some clever public
speaking strategies in preparation for their Big Speech Day
happening on the 5th, 6th, 7th September. We are looking
forward to having parents join us in on this special day.
Our grade 4’s have delved deep into the topic of force and
motion with the Tasks works incursion and are also working
on designing playgrounds using simple machines. They
have also been involved in weekly Gym school sessions
targeted to help students have a fitter body and mind.
Grade 6’s are learning about civics and citizenship with
a focus on the differences between Local, State and
Federal Government. They are also preparing for
the upcoming mayor’s visit who will address the
Council’s responsibilities and some information about
what sorts of major projects are being undertaken.
The students in Grade 6’s are loving the experience
of the elective classes with wood work, textiles and
home economics just to name - it was great to see
such a turnout of parents on Grade 6’s Elective
open day where they saw first-hand what students
experience in these elective classes.The Upper
primary students are also enjoying practising for inter
school sports and athletics.
Also, Grade 5’s and 6’s took part in two Regional
Debating Days this term run by the
DAV at Nunawading PS and we also
hosted our first Regional Debating
Day. The days were filled with many
achievements and we congratulate our
debaters for their excellent speeches
and wins.
We are looking forward to Science
week, book week and many more
exciting activities running this term
across all departments.
Finally, congratulations to 4B and 5B
for being the golden star winners of
semester 1.
OLGA RAMAHI AND OBAYDA
KANNOUJ
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select entry enrichment program

6B SEEP
In 6B we have amazing ways to learn.
Our class has an exciting atmosphere
of learning for every subject.
In Term 1, we were reading the novel
Thai-Riffic. We had a chat with Oliver
Phommovanh, the author of ThaiRiffic. It was a great way to engage in
author study. We got to know Oliver
Phommovanh in person. “It was really
cool to have a chat with an actual
author!” says Jerin.
In Term 2, we made a where in the
world wall, to show our nationalities
and the diversity in our class. “I think
it was really interesting to see where
people were on the map and to find
out about other people and their
homeland”, says Parisa.
Recently grade 6 organised a walk
through for our parents in electives
to showcase all our hard work in
term 2. Electives like: Science,
E-learning, Textiles, Home Economics,
Horticulture, Media and Debating and
Hifz and Dawah.
WRITTEN AND EDITED BY
AMNAH WAQAS AND MEHWISH
KHAN
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secondary sports news

Athletics Carnival
Thank you in supporting the girls attending this years
athletics carnival, we had 32 representatives across all
five year levels. Our girls represented the College in a
very sensible and enthusiastic manner and I was very
proud of them. They got behind their team mates and
cheered everybody home. My stand out girls were Asiya
and Saza of year 7 in the 1500m, they were not usually
middle distance runners but gave it a good go and even
though they did not place, they happily and without
complaining, completed the three and 3/4 laps of the track
just to score more points for the School.

Fazeela and Rejhana

Our year 12’s did us very proud, Fazeela won a second
and third place in shot and discus and Rejhana came first
in the long jump and through to represent Wyndham in the
Western Metropolitan Region in Geelong. Well done to all
involved.

Table Tennis Tournament

The College is hosted a delegation from Malaysia from 25
to 27 July. A table tennis tournament was held between
both schools. The girls really enjoyed the afternoon and it
was run as an integrating session with
one of the Malaysian students pairing up
with one of the Al-Taqwa students. The
girls played in a round robin senario.

Year 11/12 Bachar Houli
Cup Champions

They came, they saw and they delivered. On Wednesday
26 July, our boys stuck to their game plan to the letter and
delivered our third, year 11/12 Bachar Houli trophy in a
row.

The first game was a real test for us against our arch rivals
AIA (Coburg). It was a nervous few moments for us at the
beginning because we had a few year 9/10 boys in the
squad playing against the bigger year 11/12 opponents.
After excellent work from Shady Haddara who was our
man of the tournament and Talal Houli, we were up by
three goals by the end of the first half. Our defence was
expertly marshalled by the two brothers Ibrahim Boukhalil
and Adam Boukhalil. Once our midfield engine comprising
of Ezzat Haddara, Mohamed Uweinat, Bader Ismail,
Mohamed El-Abdallah and Mahmoud El Houli was up and
running, we were coasting to a comfortable victory in the
second half. The final score was 35 to 18. Mahmoud, our
captain, played beyond the pain barrier when he got some
cramps in the first half. Being the captain and leading by
example, Mahmoud continued in the second half which
showed how determined our students were in wanting to
win this tournament and bringing glory to our school.
The second game was against Ilim College whom we beat
with a score of 86 to 44. We then proceeded to beat Mount
Hira 121 to 9 in our final game and with that we won our
tournament. Alhamdullilah!
OVERALL
RESULTS

Al Taqwa College
- 35 AIA (Coburg) 18
Al Taqwa College 86 Ilim College - 44
Al Taqwa College
- 121 Mount Hira
College – 9

Every pair played each other and we
had clear winners in the end, with
Azmeen and Amni winning every
game. At the end of the session they
all said their goodbyes and took
photos together. Overall it was a great
success.

MOHAMED OTHMAN
Secondary Sports
Coordinator

MARY MUNSON
Head of Girls PE
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secondary news

Titration Competition

Al-Taqwa College has appeared once again on the top 50
list in the Titration Competition held by RACI. Our year 10
students Amina Kanj, Amina Fazlic and Sumiya Hassan
obtained rank 24 out of the 354 teams that participated
in the competition with an aggregate difference of just
0.012370 from the expected results. All the other four
teams did well as well, even though they are not in the top
50.
I would like to thank Arvinder Kaur and Faizul Nurwalis,
who assisted the students obtaining this result.
WINNY GEORGE

Domain Leader - Science (10 - 12)

MAV Maths Games
On Thursday 4 August the Year 8 maths SEEP students
competed in the MAV Maths games at Penleigh and
Essendon Grammar. It was the first time our school had
competed in such an event, so it was a great learning
experience for them competing against 89 of Victoria’s
best schools.

Science Week

Another year of a mesmerising and successful Science
Exhibition at Al-taqwa!
Week 5 started off with Incursion on “Conservation of
turtles which reflected this years theme of “Future Earth”.
Students were taken through a detailed presentation
on the importance of preserving turtles- an endangered
species. The students curiosity and interest on the topic
was clearly shown on the endless questions in the open
discussion session.
Tuesday - Thursday - The MPH was full of energetic
students who came to compete against each other in
STEM activities. They were given simple materials and
were given the opportunity to design and create working
models. Some activities included Bionic hand, earthquake
proof tower, bridges and catapult. Hats off to the amazing
effort.
Friday!!! The most vibrant day of the week. The
multipurpose Hall was like a hidden jewel in the
heavy down pour full of models, posters, creativity,
colour, and of course the cheering of students. It was
amazing to see our little scientists buzzing around
with pride. Our students made us proud by producing
spectacular pieces.
A special thanks to the numerous personnel without
whom, this exhibition would not be possible.
And last but not least, our Science teachers who
supervised the activities, encouraged and inspired the
students to produce their best. Of course you are the
strength and backbone of Science Department.
Thanks all for your support in making this event a
successful one. Hope you all enjoyed the 2017 Science
Fair!
SCIENCE FACULTY

Al-Taqwa topped its group in the first round and although
they did not win the overall competition, they gave it their
best try and were competitive.
The students were very very well behaved and represented
Al-Taqwa College in the finest way possible in all aspects
of the competition, and I was personally so proud of them
all.
The Year 8 students who represented our College were
Hyder Askari, Ismail Shareef, Ayan Alaan and Maya Ashraf.
SERIF SERIFOVSKI
Head of SEEP 7-10
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news from years 7 & 8s
Dear Parents, Guardians and friends of the school,
Assalamu alaikum
At Al-Taqwa College, we provide a safe and inclusive
learning environment where students can grow and
develop into caring empathetic pro-active adults who
will be valuable members of the wider community. We
encourage our students to look after each other and if they
see any wrong doing to speak up and try to change it by
giving advice and not to participate in it.
At Al-Taqwa, we aim to instil in our students, the following
values:
We show mutual respect
We show appreciation
We demonstrate attentive listening
We demonstrate safety first
Our students tend to physically interact with each other
through play fights which is against the school policy. Play
fights might cause injury, therefore it is banned. Please
advise your child to avoid such an activity.
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We demonstrate safety first not only in the physical world
but also in the virtual world. Young people today are
immersed in digital technologies. They use the internet and
mobile phones to socialise, study, exchange ideas and
play. While online activity has many benefits, there are also
risks.
Playing games online is great fun, but students need to
be careful about how much they play and who are they
playing with. Too much gaming can affect their school or
social life. It is important that if they chat with other gamers,
they protect their privacy and do not share personal or
private information. While it’s good to have a lot of friends,
having hundreds of online friends makes it harder to
control what happens to information children post online.
Please advice your child not to accept friend requests if
they’re not sure about the person. Teach them to keep
their personal details private. They should not use their
real name in a chat room where they may be lots of people
they do not know. Advise them not to give anyone on the
internet their name, address, phone number or any other
personal details. They need to set their profile to private
and use the privacy settings to control who can see their
photos and posts. They should always keep their password
secret. Not even share it with their friends.
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This month has been cold and more cold weather is yet
to come. We started seeing different colours of jackets,
shawls and hoodies worn by our students. Students
are expected to be in their full uniform at all times. We
encourage parents to purchase the school woollen jumpers
and blazers to keep your children warm and protect them
from the weather elements. To stay warm, students are
encouraged to wear thermals under their uniform. Any
other pieces of clothing other than the school uniform
will be confiscated and you may be asked to come and
pick your child and return them in their full uniform. Your
cooperation is highly expected and appreciated.
Last week was Science Week. The Secondary Science
Department has worked tirelessly in planning and
executing wonderful activities throughout a whole week.
Through building bridges and towers, preparing posters
and models, our students enjoyed a variety of activities
which highlighted their passion towards science.
Year 7 & 8 Homework records are posted on the school
website and a message was sent to parents alerting them.
Please support your child’s learning by checking these
records and keeping track of their work due dates.
We are continuing with the delivery of MPower Girls Year 7
program and MN8 program for Year 7 Boys.
If parents had missed Parent/Teacher interviews and wish
to see their child’s teacher/s, please feel free to contact the
secondary office to make an appointment, on the following
numbers: Sister Diah 9269 5035, Sister Wahibe 9269 5027
and Sister Tara 9269 5105.
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The Year 7& 8 Sub-school team now consists of: Wafa
Tebeileh Year 7 & 8 Sub-school Head, Khaled Zpeidi
Assistant Head & SWD, Samara Osman & Nisrine Amouri
SWD for girls and Leterim Jeka SWD for boys.
Eidul-Adha is around the corner where Muslims all around
the world celebrate the greatest day of the year The Day of
Arafah. May Allah accept the Hajj for the pilgrims and wipe
their and our sins, Ameen.
For this blessed occasion we would like to draw our
parents’ attention to observe the boys’ haircuts. Please
adhere to the school policy regarding haircuts. Boys will be
sent back home if they fail to comply with the school policy.
We conducted our sub-school Award Assembly this
term. Our students received awards and medals for
academic and behavioural excellence. We distributed
272 awards and medals to 300 students. We recongised
not only academic achievements but also good acts that
we noticed and encouraged to promote positive school
culture.
Merit points were added and awarded to students who
earned them. Points were tallied and the top three were the
recipients of certificates and canteen vouchers.
I wish you a Blessed and Happy Eidul-Adha,
Wassalamu alaikum wa rahmatullahi wa barakatuh,
WAFA TEBEILEH

Head of Year 7 & 8 Students and Teachers Services
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This most

felicitous
superlative
certificate for

PARTICIPATION
is awarded to

Year 1 in MELBOURNE WEST
Al Taqwa College
Regional Competition Week 1
LiteracyPlanet and Word Mania are registered trademarks of Intrepica Pty Ltd. ABN 44 128 896 980 © 2017
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The Islamic Schools of Victoria (Werribee College) Trading as Al-Taqwa College ABN 32 079 146 958

School Fete Day
Saturday 21 October
11am to 4pm
COLLEGE TOU RS

Tours of the College are available by appointment only. If you wish to visit the School and
view our facilities, please contact the Administration Office
on 9269 5000 to arrange a booking.
2017 College tours will be held on the first Wednesday of each month
commencing at 9.15am on the following dates
6 SEPTEMBER
11 OCTOBER

BOOKINGS ARE ESSENTIAL
This is a great way to see the College in action.

ADMINISTRATION
PERSONNEL

College Registrar

Jenny Dunstan

Enrolment Officers

Accounts Receivable

Transport Coordinator

Accounts Payable

Susan McAsey
Enas Ali

Parent Liaison Officer

Michelle Dimech

Malak El-Ashey
Fadile Jeka

Sameh Aghbash
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